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Friday 45

SPANISH LEAGUE
Getafe v Malaga 23:00
beIN SPORTS HD 3

GERMAN LEAGUE
Bayer 04 Leverkusen v Bayern 22:30
beIN SPORTS HD 5

FRENCH LEAGUE
Strasbourg v Guingamp 22:45
beIN SPORTS

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

BARCELONA: Troubled Spanish champions
Real Madrid stumbled to a 2-2 draw with third
tier Numancia on Wednesday but qualified for
the King’s Cup quarter-finals 5-2 on aggre-
gate. With a comfortable first-leg advantage,
Zinedine Zidane rested much of his first team,
making 10 changes from the line-up that strug-
gled to a disappointing draw at Celta Vigo on
Sunday to fall 16 points behind league leaders
Barcelona.

Madrid opened the scoring in the 11th
minute, Vazquez heading home Dani Carvajal’s
deep cross when left unmarked at the back
post. Numancia hit back in the 45th minute,
however, with substitute Guillermo, just on for
the injured Higinio Marin, applying the finish-
ing touch to a stunning breakaway goal. Dani
Nieto charged into space and fed Marc
Mateu on the left, who delivered the perfect
low cross for Guillermo to finish and delight
the small band of travelling fans at the Santi-
ago Bernabeu.

Vazquez, who won two penalties for Madrid

in the first leg, slammed home his second from
close range in the 59th minute, but Guillermo
pegged back Madrid again with a brilliant
header to cap a superb display and a fine result
for his team. Numancia’s Dani Calvo was sent
off in the dying minutes for a cynical foul to
stop Isco that earned him a second yellow
card. Earlier, Leganes reached the quarter-fi-
nals for the first time in their history after los-
ing 2-1 at Villarreal but progressing on away
goals after their 1-0 first-leg win at Butarque.

Leganes winger Nabil El Zhar scored a de-
licious chip to break the deadlock, with Dani
Raba’s well-taken strike and Denis Cheryshev’s
late winner completing a Villarreal comeback
that was not enough to send the hosts through.
Last season’s King’s Cup runners-up Alaves
beat third division Fomentera 2-0 to wrap up a
5-1 aggregate win thanks to second-half goals
from Ermedin Demirovic and Alfonso Pedraza.
Yesterday, Levante hosted Espanyol, Cadiz
traveled to Sevilla and holders Barcelona wel-
comed Celta Vigo to the Nou Camp. —Reuters

Troubled Real stumble against 
Numancia but reach quarters

Spanish champions book Cup quarter-finals on aggregate

SORIA: Real Madrid’s Spanish midfielder Lucas Vazquez (left) vies with Numancia’s defender Dani Calvo during the Spanish
Copa del Rey (King’s Cup) round of 16 first leg football match CD Numancia vs Real Madrid CF on January 4, 2018. —AFP

Zidane’s credit 
running out for failing
to shake Real up
MADRID: Zinedine Zidane’s ability to manage the tempestuous San-
tiago Bernabeu dressing room has always been seen as one of his
main strengths but with Real Madrid struggling, his good relations
with his “galacticos” is starting to look like a liability. Real have slipped
a remarkable 16 points behind Barcelona in the Spanish league and
sit in the unfamiliar position of fourth in the standings, with their hopes
of retaining the title long gone. A place in next season’s Champions
League is also far from secure as sixth-placed Villarreal, who have a
strong record against Real, visit the capital on Saturday trailing the
faltering European and Liga champions by only four points.

Anything but three points against Villarreal, who have taken
seven off them in their last four games, would pile more pressure on
Zidane despite his eight trophies in two years as Real coach. The
Frenchman was slammed in the Spanish media after the 3-0 loss at
home to Barcelona and there was no let up after Sunday’s 2-2 draw
with Celta Vigo or Wednesday’s 2-2 draw with second-tier Numan-
cia in the King’s Cup - even if Real won on aggregate.

An article in Wednesday’s edition of newspaper El Pais berated
the coach for persisting with the same team selections and tactics
after disappointing results. “Zidane has preferred to not anticipate
risks and has bypassed any uncomfortable diagnosis, no matter how
obvious,” it said. “Zidane has kept faith in his starting players, with
(Karim) Benzema despite the anger of the supporters, with Marcelo
and his intrepid adventures, with Kroos and his downward displays.”

The coach’s declaration on Tuesday that he would not “throw any-
one in the mud” has been taken as another sign that he is not strong
enough to make the tough decisions his team need. Zidane’s unwilling-
ness to shake things up can be traced to Real’s limited activities in the
last transfer window. According to media reports, the club pulled out
of a bid to sign French teenage sensation Kylian Mbappe to avoid up-
setting Cristiano Ronaldo, Karim Benzema and Gareth Bale, who have
only mustered up 10 league goals between them this term. —Reuters

Olympics: Winter 
sports explained
PARIS: A record 102 gold medals will be awarded in 15 sports
disciplines at the Winter Olympic Games in Pyeongchang, South
Korea from February 9-25. AFP takes a brief look at the medal
events and how those sports disciplines work.

Alpine skiing 
Alpine skiing is divided into speed events and technical events.

The downhill and super-G, run over one leg, provide the speed
while the giant slalom and slalom, held over two legs, showcase
technique. The alpine combined brings together the downhill and
slalom. A new event in 2018, the National Team Event, sees teams
of four (two men, two women) competing against one another on
parallel slalom courses. Alpine skiing accounts for a total of 11
medals.

Biathlon
Eleven gold medals (five for men, five for women, one mixed)

are also on offer in biathlon, a sport that combines cross-country
skiing with rifle shooting over an array of distances. Speed on skis
is crucial but shooting accuracy at designated targets along the
way counts significantly towards the final tally.

Bobsleigh
In the four-man bobsleigh, two-man bobsleigh and two-

woman’s bobsleigh, competitors ride a steerable sled down an ice
track at speeds averaging 135 kph. A brakeman and pilot make up
the two-person bob to which two pushers are added for the four-
man format. 

Cross-country skiing
Competitors compete for a total of 12 gold medals-six for men

and six for women-over snowfield courses that include an equal
measure of climbing, descending and flat racing in various race
formats. Two styles of skiing are on show-classic style which in-
volves competitors pushing their skis ahead in a forward move-
ment, and skate style, whereby competitors move ahead by
pushing sideways in a skating motion.

Curling
Curling offers three gold medals at the 2018 Games-men’s

team, women’s team and mixed doubles (introduced for the first
time in Pyeongchang). Four competitors in the team events each
glide polished granite stones along a so-called curling sheet of
flat ice with the aim of placing their stones closer to the target, or
house, than the opposition. Each team has eight stones per round,
or end. Games usually run to 10 ends. Players can use brooms to
sweep the ice to ease the passage of their stones.

Figure skating
Skill and grace combine as competitors compete for marks

from an international jury who rule on accuracy and artistry. Five
gold medals are at stake in men’s and women’s singles, ice dance,
pairs, and the team event.

Freestyle skiing
Unlike alpine skiing, the freestyle version belongs to the ex-

treme sports category and is all about artistry  — aerial acro-
batics including flips, spins and twists performed while gliding
down the ski slopes on various course formats. Ten gold medals
are on offer in Moguls, Aerials, Ski Halfpipe, Ski Cross and Ski
Slopestyle. —AFP


